1.

Have the Right Equipment

What does everyone associate with
summer events? A BBQ! Instead of
making do with an ordinary family
sized BBQ, why not hire a Catering
BBQ to impress your guests.

2.
Want to host THE event of the summer for your friends,
family, colleagues or customers?

So much for Glastonbury, host your
own music festival. An increasing
number of organisers are opting for
festival format events. None of which
are complete without a stage and of
course a fantastic band to perform
on it.

Then check out our top ten tips on how to make it an event
to remember!

3.

4.

Stay Refreshed

There is nothing worse than
running out of refreshments on a
hot summer’s day. Keep the
drinks flowing by hiring one of
our mobile bars, and make sure it
is well stocked of course.
English summer = Rain

6.

Don’t let the rain ruin your event.
Plan ahead and ensure that you
are prepared for all the weather
conditions the UK can throw at
you by hiring a Marquee or some
outdoor heaters.
Everyone Loves a Cocktail
7
6.Nothing shouts summer quite
like a Cocktail, especially when
they come in a variety of bright
colours and flavours.
Why not hire a bartender with
expertise in cocktail making &
add a twist - let your guests make
their own cocktails. They will love
to experiment with flavours and
techniques and the more
confident of your guests could
even attempt to replicate some
of Tom Cruises moves from the
famous movie.

Mum I’m Bored!!

5.

All parents will appreciate that
sometimes children can get bored
very quickly.
So minimise the moaning by hiring
some outdoor oversized games.
Keep your children entertained
whilst you get a moment to relax
and enjoy a cold drink and well
earned rest. They are guaranteed to
love the novelty size.

Keep It Cool

8.

There is nothing worse than warm
beer and soft drinks or bottles of
wine when you want to stay cool
and refreshed in the hot weather.
Make sure you hire in some extra
chillers or create a BIG bucket of ice.
Just as important is to keep your
food refrigerated. You want phone
calls of praise afterwards not guests
with complaints about food
poisoning!

10

Try Something Different

Not another BBQ!

Everyone has to admit once we get
the first glimmer of sunshine and hot
weather everyone craves the taste of
barbequed meat and eating al fresco.
But BBQ after BBQ can get be a bit
dull so why not hire a Hog Roast
Machine. We are sure your guests
will be wowed by the sight of a whole
glistening golden pig which tastes
even better than it looks.
Apologies to any vegetarians!
Don’t forget to cater for your non
meat eating guests too.

9.

Wedding Season

In 2013 the average couple invited 79
guests to their wedding and an
additional 40 to the evening
reception. Make sure your summer
wedding is completely kitted out to
really make it a day to remember.

Preparation, Preparation, Preparation

It really is the key to that perfect event or party. Make sure you start
planning things early - book your venue & hiring your event essentials first as
with a full summer season ahead things get booked up early. That way you will
be able to sit back and enjoy your party with your guests!

Need Help with arranging your summer Event? Give us a call on 0117 3702660

